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MotivationMotivation

ll This is how we start our day at IBM:This is how we start our day at IBM:

ll What happens when I type in my password?What happens when I type in my password?
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Encrypted Local FileEncrypted Local File

ll NotesNotes’’ startup does not rely on networkstartup does not rely on network
ll Configuration/credentials stored on local diskConfiguration/credentials stored on local disk
ll Credentials are encryptedCredentials are encrypted

ll Upon startupUpon startup
ll Derive key from passwordDerive key from password
ll Use it to unlock the credentialsUse it to unlock the credentials
ll Then use credentials for everything elseThen use credentials for everything else
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What if I lose my laptop?What if I lose my laptop?

ll No worries, my credentials are protectedNo worries, my credentials are protected
ll My top secret password (My top secret password (sh@1sh@1) to the rescue) to the rescue

ll What about users with weak passwords?What about users with weak passwords?
ll Attacker can mount offAttacker can mount off--line dictionary attack:line dictionary attack:
ll For each password in the dictionaryFor each password in the dictionary

ll Derive a key from the passwordDerive a key from the password
ll Check if it decrypts the fileCheck if it decrypts the file

ll Is it possible to protect against it?Is it possible to protect against it?
ll Without connectivity or secure hardware?Without connectivity or secure hardware?
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Other solutions (out of scope)Other solutions (out of scope)

ll Relying on Relying on ““secure hardwaresecure hardware””::
ll Store secrets in secure hardware, use Store secrets in secure hardware, use 

password to unlock hardwarepassword to unlock hardware
ll Restrict passwordRestrict password--guessing attacksguessing attacks

ll Relying on the network:Relying on the network:
ll Store secrets on server, use password to Store secrets on server, use password to 

authenticate to server, then get secretsauthenticate to server, then get secrets
ll Mitigate onMitigate on--line attacksline attacks

ll This work: what if you cannot do either?This work: what if you cannot do either?
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KeyKey--derivation from passwordsderivation from passwords

ll Common practice: use salt and a Common practice: use salt and a 
deliberatelydeliberately--slow key derivation functionslow key derivation function
ll E.g., key = SHA1E.g., key = SHA16553665536(salt | (salt | passowrdpassowrd))

ll Different salt values for different users, salt is Different salt values for different users, salt is 
stored on disk. stored on disk. 

ll Linear slowLinear slow--down for the attackerdown for the attacker
ll But 65536 must grow as computers get fasterBut 65536 must grow as computers get faster

ll Can we do better?Can we do better?
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A Different ApproachA Different Approach

ll A keyA key--derivation protocol (derivation protocol (useruser↔↔laptoplaptop))
ll User does more than just providing passwordUser does more than just providing password
ll Using Using ““humanhuman--only solvable puzzlesonly solvable puzzles””

ll People can solve these puzzlesPeople can solve these puzzles
ll Computers cannotComputers cannot

ll User enter password, solves puzzlesUser enter password, solves puzzles
ll Key is derived from both password and the Key is derived from both password and the 

solutions to these puzzlessolutions to these puzzles



PuzzlesPuzzles
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CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs [Na96, vABHL03][Na96, vABHL03]

ll Example: WhatExample: What’’s written here?s written here?
ll Can generate automatically with solutionCan generate automatically with solution

ll Without any secret informationWithout any secret information

ll People can usually solve themPeople can usually solve them
ll Solving them automatically is beyond the Solving them automatically is beyond the 

state of the artstate of the art
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CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs & & pwdspwds [PS02][PS02]

ll Limit onLimit on--line attacks in clientline attacks in client--server settingserver setting
ll Server generates Server generates CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs + answers, + answers, 

sends to usersends to user
ll User sends back solutions, server checksUser sends back solutions, server checks
ll Then run Then run pwdpwd--based keybased key--exchange protocolexchange protocol

ll Not applicable in our settingNot applicable in our setting
ll Where to store the solutions?Where to store the solutions?
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Inkblot authentication [SS04]Inkblot authentication [SS04]

ll A different type of puzzles: one userA different type of puzzles: one user’’s s 
solution is unpredictable by other userssolution is unpredictable by other users

ll Solutions used to generate a strong Solutions used to generate a strong pwdpwd

What do you see in  this picture?
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Is Inkblots the answer?Is Inkblots the answer?

ll Nice work if you can get itNice work if you can get it……
ll Unpredictability from other people a tall orderUnpredictability from other people a tall order
ll Need Need ““many bitsmany bits”” in each puzzlein each puzzle
ll People should remember their answersPeople should remember their answers

ll How do we know that they are really How do we know that they are really 
unpredictable?unpredictable?
ll Maybe with some demographic information Maybe with some demographic information 

they become predictablethey become predictable……
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This WorkThis Work

ll A more robust protocolA more robust protocol
ll Same protection when puzzles are inkblotsSame protection when puzzles are inkblots
ll But strong protection even if solutions are But strong protection even if solutions are 

predictable by other peoplepredictable by other people
ll Can use Can use CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs (or in between)(or in between)
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Our protocolOur protocol

ll Many puzzles are stored on disk (zMany puzzles are stored on disk (z11……zznn))
ll UserUser’’s password is used to select a fews password is used to select a few

ll <i<i11,,……ii
��
> > ←← ExpandExpand(salt(salt, password), password)

ll User is asked to solve these few puzzlesUser is asked to solve these few puzzles
ll Solutions are sSolutions are s11,,……,,ss

��

ll Key is derived from Key is derived from passwordpassword+solutions+solutions
ll Key Key ←← ExtractExtract(salt(salt, s, s11,,……,,ss

��
, password), password)

ll Goal: attacker must solve MANY Goal: attacker must solve MANY 
puzzles to find the keypuzzles to find the key
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An exampleAn example

ll Store 2Store 22020 CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs (fit on one DVD(fit on one DVD--R)R)
ll User needs to solve eight User needs to solve eight CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs

ll <i<i11,,……ii88> > ←← HMACHMAC--SHA1SHA1salt1salt1(pwd)(pwd)
ll Each index is 20Each index is 20--bit longbit long

ll key key ←← HMACHMAC--SHA1SHA1salt2salt2(s(s11,,……,s,s88, , pwdpwd))
ll An attacker that solves 10,000 An attacker that solves 10,000 CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs

has < 1% chance of hitting four of the eight has < 1% chance of hitting four of the eight 
CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs that the honest user usesthat the honest user uses
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Properties of puzzlesProperties of puzzles

ll AutomaticallyAutomatically--generated problemsgenerated problems
ll z z ←← G(auxG(aux), G is randomized), G is randomized
ll aux can be useraux can be user--supplied input (family supplied input (family picspics?)?)

ll Consistently solved by each human userConsistently solved by each human user
ll s s ←← H(zH(z), consistent across time), consistent across time
ll Different users need not agree on an answerDifferent users need not agree on an answer
ll But answers need not be unpredictableBut answers need not be unpredictable

ll Hard to solve for a machineHard to solve for a machine

* Can we use fuzzy extractors to correct a few errors?

*
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““HumanHuman--only solvable puzzlesonly solvable puzzles””

ll Fairly weak requirementsFairly weak requirements
ll Need not be Need not be CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs

ll DonDon’’t need to generate t need to generate puzzle+solutionpuzzle+solution
ll Not necessarily one right solutionNot necessarily one right solution

ll Need not be InkblotNeed not be Inkblot
ll One userOne user’’s solution not necessarily s solution not necessarily 

unpredictable by other usersunpredictable by other users

ll Can be many things in betweenCan be many things in between
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Toy ExamplesToy Examples

ll Rank these people by coolnessRank these people by coolness

ll Which of these pictures doesnWhich of these pictures doesn’’t belong?t belong?
Tom CruiseUm KulthumAndrew Yao Helen Keller
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Hardness of puzzlesHardness of puzzles

ll What we need: hard to distinguish the What we need: hard to distinguish the 
““real solutionreal solution”” from a from a ““random solutionrandom solution””

ll (G,H) is (G,H) is µµ--hard if there exists distributionhard if there exists distribution
R with R with µµ bits of minbits of min--entropy such thatentropy such that
ll z z ←← G() is a random puzzleG() is a random puzzle
ll s s ←← H(zH(z) is the right solution) is the right solution
ll ss’’←← R(zR(z) is a random solution) is a random solution
ll Attacker (PPT) cannot tell (Attacker (PPT) cannot tell (z,sz,s) from () from (z,sz,s’’))

$
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Challenge: design good puzzlesChallenge: design good puzzles

ll Need Need ““many bits of hardnessmany bits of hardness”” for a for a 
construction to be usefulconstruction to be useful
ll Else user is bothered with many puzzlesElse user is bothered with many puzzles

ll Aside: must we store puzzles on disk?Aside: must we store puzzles on disk?
ll Use r Use r ßß ff(salt,pwd(salt,pwd) as randomness to ) as randomness to 

generate the puzzles?generate the puzzles?
ll Say, Say, ff is a random oracleis a random oracle

ll Puzzles must be hard even if attacker knows Puzzles must be hard even if attacker knows 
the randomnessthe randomness
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Security AnalysisSecurity Analysis
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Adversarial model for protocolAdversarial model for protocol

ll Attacker: not just PPT TMAttacker: not just PPT TM
ll Can also get help from peopleCan also get help from people

ll Protocol has access to human help, why Protocol has access to human help, why 
not the attacker?not the attacker?

ll This is a realistic attackThis is a realistic attack
ll Used against deployed CAPTCHA systemsUsed against deployed CAPTCHA systems
ll Attackers ship Attackers ship CAPTCHAsCAPTCHAs to their ownto their own

webweb--sites, ask their visitors to solve themsites, ask their visitors to solve them
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Modeling Modeling ““human attackershuman attackers””

ll People can do many things People can do many things 
ll Outside the model: invite target to dinner, Outside the model: invite target to dinner, 

get her to disclose her passwordget her to disclose her password

ll We assume: attacker only uses humans We assume: attacker only uses humans 
as puzzleas puzzle--solverssolvers
ll Attacker has oracle access to HAttacker has oracle access to H

ll Or a Or a ““noisy versionnoisy version”” of it (?)of it (?)

ll Makes analysis possibleMakes analysis possible
ll Keep in mind that it is not entirely realisticKeep in mind that it is not entirely realistic
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Formal adversarial modelFormal adversarial model

ll Attacker: efficient automated program Attacker: efficient automated program 
(PPT TM) with puzzle(PPT TM) with puzzle--solving oraclesolving oracle

ll Resources: time, number of queriesResources: time, number of queries
ll E.g., polynomialE.g., polynomial--time, subtime, sub--linear # of querieslinear # of queries

ll Goal: distinguish key from randomGoal: distinguish key from random
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Notions of security (1)Notions of security (1)
ll IndistinguishabilityIndistinguishability ([BR93]([BR93]--style)style)

ll Attacker gets key, puzzles, salt, needs to Attacker gets key, puzzles, salt, needs to 
decide if key is real or randomdecide if key is real or random

ll Will focus on this notion in this talkWill focus on this notion in this talk

ll Bound attackerBound attacker’’s advantage in terms of:s advantage in terms of:
ll Parameters (Parameters (nn puzzles on disk, user solves puzzles on disk, user solves ��))

ll Size of password dictionary (|D|=d)Size of password dictionary (|D|=d)
ll Number of oracle queries (Number of oracle queries (qq��nn queries)queries)
ll Hardness of puzzles vs. keyHardness of puzzles vs. key--lengthlength
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Notions of security (2)Notions of security (2)

ll UC: define UC: define ““ideal functionalityideal functionality”” that only allowsthat only allows
a limited number of password guesses:a limited number of password guesses:
ll Parameters: Parameters: D: dictionaryD: dictionary, p: #, p: #--ofof--pwdpwd--guessesguesses
ll Init(pw,auxInit(pw,aux) from user U) from user U

ll store store pwpw, generate and store random key, generate and store random key
ll Send aux to adversarySend aux to adversary
ll Check that Check that pwpw∈∈DD, else give it to adversary, else give it to adversary

ll Recover(pwRecover(pw’’) from anyone) from anyone
ll If If pwpw’’==pwpw then return key to Uthen return key to U

ll Password(pwPassword(pw’’) from adversary) from adversary
ll If already made p such queries then ignoreIf already made p such queries then ignore
ll Else if Else if pwpw’’==pwpw return key to adversaryreturn key to adversary
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A A ““genericgeneric”” attackattack

ll An attack with complexity ~ |D|An attack with complexity ~ |D|··22µµ��

ll Attacker does not solve puzzlesAttacker does not solve puzzles
ll Works even in the randomWorks even in the random--oracle modeloracle model

ll Assume: given a puzzle Assume: given a puzzle zz, attacker can , attacker can 
generate a list of 2generate a list of 2µµ potential solutionspotential solutions
ll The right solution is in the listThe right solution is in the list
ll But the attacker does not know whereBut the attacker does not know where

ll This is consistent with a This is consistent with a µµ--hard puzzlehard puzzle
ll And realistic attackers often have this abilityAnd realistic attackers often have this ability
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The attack setupThe attack setup

ll Attacker gets (Attacker gets (zz11, , zz22, , ……, , zznn), salt (if any), ), salt (if any), 
and an alleged and an alleged mm--bit key bit key kk**
ll Can make Can make ≤≤qq queries to puzzlequeries to puzzle--solving oraclesolving oracle

ll Needs to distinguish between:Needs to distinguish between:
ll ““RandomRandom””: : kk* is random,* is random,
ll ““RealReal””: : kk**←←ExtractExtract(salt(salt, s, sii11,,……,,ssii��, , pwdpwd), where ), where 

<i<i11,,……ii
��
>>←←ExpandExpand(salt(salt, , pwdpwd)  and )  and ssii is the right is the right 

solution for solution for zzii
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Generic attack, phase 1Generic attack, phase 1
ll For each p For each p �� DD

ll Compute <iCompute <i11,,……ii
��
>>←←ExpandExpand(salt(salt, p), p)

ll Generate 2Generate 2µµ solutions for each solutions for each zziijj

ll For a total of 2For a total of 2µµ�� solutionsolution--vectors vectors 

ll Keep only those solutionKeep only those solution--vectors with vectors with 
ExtractExtract(salt(salt, s, s11,,……,,ss

��
, p)=, p)=kk**

ll These are the These are the ““consistent vectorsconsistent vectors””

ll So far, didnSo far, didn’’t make any oracle queriest make any oracle queries
ll If If mm �� µµ��, can already distinguish, can already distinguish
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Generic attack, phase 2Generic attack, phase 2

ll Query the puzzleQuery the puzzle--solver solver uptoupto qq timestimes
ll Purge vectors (sPurge vectors (s11,,……,,ss

��
, p) for which any, p) for which any

of the solutions is not the right oneof the solutions is not the right one
ll Choose queries to maximize mutualChoose queries to maximize mutual--info info 

between the answer and your decisionbetween the answer and your decision
ll Or use some greedy strategyOr use some greedy strategy
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Generic attack, phase 3Generic attack, phase 3

ll Count remaining solutionCount remaining solution--vectors that are vectors that are 
consistent with each passwordconsistent with each password

ll MaximumMaximum--likelihood: are these numbers likelihood: are these numbers 
more likely for more likely for ““realreal”” or or ““randomrandom””??

ll The point: once we ask on The point: once we ask on ““too many too many 
puzzlespuzzles”” for a password, we expect to for a password, we expect to 
have zero remaining consistent solutions have zero remaining consistent solutions 
in the in the ““randomrandom”” casecase
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The moralThe moral

ll Attacker must query its oracle on many Attacker must query its oracle on many 
puzzles that are mapped to right puzzles that are mapped to right pwdpwd

ll We prove: not just a feature of this attackWe prove: not just a feature of this attack
ll As long as remaining unAs long as remaining un--queried puzzles queried puzzles 

have more pseudohave more pseudo--entropy than keyentropy than key--length, length, 
key is securekey is secure

ll Many Many manymany details/open problemsdetails/open problems
ll Some examples next, more on Some examples next, more on ePrintePrint
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actual dictionary

The function The function ExpandExpand

ll Goal: attackerGoal: attacker’’s queries s queries ““almost coveralmost cover””
only small fraction of the actual dictionaryonly small fraction of the actual dictionary

potential 
passwords
(e.g. {0,1}160)

puzzles

degree ��

queries that the
attacker makes

“Almost covered”:
un-queried puzzles
contain < m-bits of
hardness
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The function The function Expand (2)Expand (2)
ll �� large enough D, large enough D, �� |Q|=q (|Q|=q (qq��nn), ), 

aa--cover(Qcover(Q) is a very small fraction of D) is a very small fraction of D
ll If we were talking about If we were talking about cover(Qcover(Q): the ): the 

neighborneighbor--set of any large subset of D contains set of any large subset of D contains 
more that |Q| neighbors (expansion)more that |Q| neighbors (expansion)

ll Since we want aSince we want a--cover(Qcover(Q): same holds even ): same holds even 
when dropping many edgeswhen dropping many edges
ll As long as the degree remains > As long as the degree remains > m/m/µµ
ll Similar to faultSimilar to fault--tolerant expansiontolerant expansion
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Constructing Constructing ExpandExpand

ll Huge Huge pwdpwd--universe ({0,1}universe ({0,1}160160))
=> no deterministic construction=> no deterministic construction
ll Deterministic construction for small D? (open?)Deterministic construction for small D? (open?)
ll Randomized construction?Randomized construction?

ll Expand as a truly random function Expand as a truly random function 
ll Standard analysis using Standard analysis using ChernoffChernoff
ll Ugly bound, but useful in specific casesUgly bound, but useful in specific cases

ll Expand as Expand as ��nn--wise independentwise independent
ll Use Use nn--thth moment inequalitymoment inequality
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Constructing Constructing Expand Expand (2) (2) 

ll Can we do better?Can we do better?
ll Speculation: Speculation: �� independent random linear independent random linear 

maps over GF(2) work wellmaps over GF(2) work well
ll Old result of Old result of AlonAlon et al. (et al. (““linear hashing yields linear hashing yields 

small bucketssmall buckets””): a linear map over GF(2) ): a linear map over GF(2) 
works well for q=works well for q=��=1, and |D|==1, and |D|=nn
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The function The function ExtractExtract

ll Extracts mExtracts m--bit key from puzzle solutionsbit key from puzzle solutions
ll Key is pseudoKey is pseudo--random as long as >mrandom as long as >m

bits of pseudobits of pseudo--minmin--entropy are left inentropy are left in
unun--queried puzzlesqueried puzzles

ll Strong randomness extractor is sufficientStrong randomness extractor is sufficient
ll From m*>m bits of minFrom m*>m bits of min--entropy, extracts a key entropy, extracts a key 

that is that is δδ away from uniform maway from uniform m--bit stingbit sting
ll ��* * -- number of puzzles needed to get m* bits number of puzzles needed to get m* bits 

of pseudoof pseudo--minmin--entropyentropy
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Security StatementSecurity Statement

ll Assuming puzzles are Assuming puzzles are µµ--hard (and fixing hard (and fixing 
parameters n, parameters n, �, m, D, , m, D, ��*, *, δδ), an attacker ), an attacker 
makeingmakeing q queries has advantage at most q queries has advantage at most 

aa--cover(q,Dcover(q,D) + ) + δδ��( )( ) + negligible+ negligible

Caveat EmptorCaveat Emptor

�

�*
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NonNon--malleability of puzzlesmalleability of puzzles

ll Current analysis allows the attacker to Current analysis allows the attacker to 
query its humans only on puzzles that are query its humans only on puzzles that are 
stored on the diskstored on the disk

ll To remove this restriction, puzzles need to To remove this restriction, puzzles need to 
be nonbe non--malleablemalleable

ll Not clear how to define/achieve nonNot clear how to define/achieve non--malmal
ll Even if we donEven if we don’’t care about humant care about human--solvable, solvable, 

e.g., none.g., non--malleable malleable OWFsOWFs, , PRGsPRGs, , ……
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Some open problemsSome open problems

ll Design good puzzle systemsDesign good puzzle systems
ll Design of Design of Expand functionfunction

ll Should be good (faultShould be good (fault--tolerant) expandertolerant) expander

ll Better protocols (< storage, > security, etc.)Better protocols (< storage, > security, etc.)
ll (Non)(Non)--malleability of puzzlesmalleability of puzzles
ll Better modeling of the attackerBetter modeling of the attacker
ll Better UC analysisBetter UC analysis
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Thank youThank you


